Oscillatory neural networks in the rabbit hippocampus.
A model is described to account for damped oscillatory activity of two interacting neural populations, pyramidal cells and interneurons. This network in the hippocampus is treated as a lumped system with time delays between elements. The physiological mechanism underlying the oscillatory activity appears to involve neural population interaction and cannot be described in terms of a network composed of but two neurons, a single pyramidal cell and a single interneuron. An unusual aspect of the model is the explicit incorporation of an ongoing background input to raise the mean level of activity of the pyrammidal cell population. This model has evolved from a series of studies previously performed on cats. To test the model experiments were performed on rabbits. The data showing oscillatory activity following fornix stimulation in the rabbit indicate that the model can be applied not only to the cat but also to the rabbit. In additions, for commissural stimulation oscillatory potentials of neural populations and individual pyramidal cells were evoked as predicted by the model.